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HOPES AND DREAMS FOR SPRING 
BREAK 2024

Caroline Concannon,
Junior Editor

The time is upon us! Spring break is finally here and I couldn't be more excited. There are 
so many things to look forward to: memories to be made with loved ones, reflecting on the 
highlights of the semester, remembering the low points of the semester, anticipating its' end, 
spiraling, binge drinking, apologizing, and remembering that thankfully people exist outside 
of this campus. A long road trip filled with optimism and sing-alongs to "American Pie" will 
eventually mirror one filled with silence and regret. LETS FUCKING GOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!

Buying the Jelly Belly factory! (I thought 
this was in Wisconsin. Nope, it has no rele-

vance to my break plans at all.)

Celebrating St. Patrick's Day as my father, 
Patrick. I will transform into him to fulfill my 
greatest wish of being a Patrick on St. Patrick's 

Day.

Marrying Joe Keery! A true dream come 
true.  (I'm going to Chicago.)

Stealing my best friend Carly's dad's boat (I'm 
going home) and taking it to Miami for the 

only valid spring break experience. Thats right 
Lou...keep looking the other way.

Graduating! Achieving world domination.

Though none of us have control over how perfect our weeks will be, I think its important for 
everyone to set realistically achievable goals for what they want out of break. I've given a lot 
of thought to mine and hope that displaying examples of my aspirations might guide some of 
your own. 
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BREAK 
WILL BE 

A MOVIE!

10 THINGS I DO AS A COLLEGE SENIOR TO 
COPE WITH MY IMPENDING GRADUATION

Lauren Ehlers,
Senior Writer

1.) Get worried that I’m not feeling enough feelings about my impending graduation.
2. ) Comfort-watch Middleditch & Schwartz on Netflix for the fifth time.
3.) Happily visualize my future!
4.) Romanticize Slayter power bowls to the point that I consider becoming a fifth year in order to 
keep eating them.
5.) Eat a power bowl that doesn’t really hit and think, “Never mind.”
6.) Struggle to complete schoolwork while also developing a sudden interest in the GPA I’m going 
to finish with. Uh oh!
7.) Sleep either too much or too little every night. There is never an in-between, and there is nev-
er a sense of restedness.
8.) Wonder…
9.) Contemplate…
10.)       Savor…

CHAMPAGNE, SHACKLES, AND SAILING Griffin Conley,
Admiral

Club Sailing’s is happy to announce we will be hosting our 13th annual Champagne, Shackles, and Sailing 
event next week! 

In order to maintain our good fortune, we will kick off practice with a fleet launch. Please do not fret 
about bringing your own champers. We will have a few bottles of Buckeye Winery’s Liebfraumilch. Please 
note, the fizz is not for drinking. This goes without saying about Ohio wine, but it will just be for the 
bow’s of boats. 

We will then go over basic nautical knowledge. Club Sailing will cover how to use shackles, ring dings, 
and clevis pins. Then we go over knots. Expect to start off with figure eight before working our way up to 
squares, bowlines, and hitches. Unfortunately, after an event in the fall, carrick bends will no longer be 
taught. 

And then the main event, sailing! Our team is proud of our fleet of FJs. These two person boats are the 
optimal environment for landlubbers to get their first dinghy experience or for sea dogs to get back on 
the open sea (Hoover Reservoir in Westerville). 

Please dress appropriately for practice. Depending on the day, clothing should fall somewhere on the 
spectrum of speedo to wet suit. We recommend a towel and coordinating track suit or sweatsuit. Wearer's 
preference. Note, if you wear stripes, they should be NAVY WITH WHITE not white with navy. 

RSVP on What to DU for more information. 

SONG OF SPRING BREAK Caroline Concannon,
Doobie Radio DJ

"Spring Break Anthem" by The Lonely Island. 


